Abstract

Cyber security is a critical issue now a days in various different domains in different disciplines. This paper presents a review analysis of cyber hacking attacks along with its experimental results and proposes a new methodology 3SEMCS named as three step encryption method for cyber security. By utilizing this new designed methodology, security at highest level will be easily provided especially on the time of request submission in the search engine as like google during client server communication. During its working a group of separate encryption algorithms are used. The benefit to utilize this three step encryption is to provide more tighten security by applying three separate encryption algorithms in each phase having different operations. And the additional benefit to utilize this methodology is to run over new designed private browser named as “RR” that is termed as Rim Rocks correspondingly this also help to check the authenticated sites or phishing sites by utilizing the strategy of passing URL address from phishing tank. This may help to block the phisher sites and user will relocate on previous page. The purpose to design this personnel browser is to enhance the level of security by
sign in on the time of client server communication that correspondingly reduce the normal attacks on browser based attacks as like Man-

In-The-Middle-Attack (MITMA). This new designed private browser may help to provide online security by applying 3-step automatic encryption on path during request movement of google page from the one to the next or ultimately/towards web server by following auto-generated encrypted hash address approach. At end, this rim rocks browser provides tighten security with anti-phishing facility during client server communication.
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